Abstract-In this paper, we are looking for a solution to A segments optimize the path generation of an eel-like robot. Previous works have shown that a successful approach to generate path is to control explicitly the local system curvature. This control design based on Lyapunov methods warrants the convergence of the 4 system shape towards the desired curvature profile. Then the purpose of this work is to determine a local optimized couple of curvature parameters which are able to guarantee a fast system response, an efficient propulsion which minimizes the spent energy or both of them. This is made through three criteria which are able to give us a local solution. Finally, we present IRl \tt results from simulations in motion planning for a ten-link-eelrN like robot, to illustrate the performance of the proposed solution. / N
new applications field. In particular in the underwater domain, { 'R it seems interesting to develop an eel-like robot. Indeed eels are able to create swirls along their body axis which ensures Fig. 1 . Schema of the anguilliform system them a low energy consumption, efficient underwater propulsion and a high manoeuvrability [1] . For example these fishes are able to turn round with a very small radius of curvature results from neural approach can be found in [10] and [11] . (a fraction of their length), without losing their velocity [2] .
In this paper, we propose a method to find gait optimized According to the biologists, the robotics researchers could local parameters based upon three criteria. These criteria allow consider the body shape evolution as a propagating spatial us to choose an optimal couple of parameters which could wave. According to its position, each vertebra owns its proper be either a system time reaction optimization, a low energy signal phase. Today, two eel-like robots operate according to consumption optimization or the two optimizations combined. these results. The first one is the lamprey robot from the The system is driven according to a reference body curvature Northeastern University [3] and the second one is the eel-like which is not time dependent and that explicitly takes the robot from the GRASP Lab. from Harvard [4] . system dynamics into account as described in [13] . The system The first question to be solved is how to establish the model convergence is warranted by using Lyapunov methods in the derivation of such a system. In this paper, we are considering derivation model. a highly coupled, non linear hyper redundant model based on This paper is organized as follows: chapter II describes the the work of K. McIsaac [5] . Many problems exist to control system modeling, chapter III introduces the control design, such a system (gait generation, control of the joint actuation, chapter IV is about the optimization method according to some the guarantee that the system converges towards the reference criteria and finally chapter V indicates some simulation results path) and the purpose of this paper is to present some results of to illustrate the performances of our method. a method to find optimized values of the gait parameters. The II. SYSTEM MODELING gait generation is a very important topic. If an unappropriate gait is chosen, it will result in a poor propulsion efficiency A Representation and manoeuvrability. The solutions of the literature propose
We are modeling an anguilliform robot as a sequel of N some methods which allow to control directly the joints as a planar articulated rigid segments. As we can see on figure 1 trajectory tracker, or to control the joint kinematics in order the robot structure is considered as: to follow the desired body shape ([6] , [7] , [8] for the jth articulation, estimated with:
The control objective is thus to drive the system curvature CE7/f3=107 towards the reference Cy for each articulation i. 
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2) Shape Convergence Constraint:
This control imposes the system to slide on the curvature a) Problem Position: Another problem concerns the reference with a curvilinear velocity s. Now we must choose robot shape convergence. Indeed according to the chosen set of a curvature which will impose periodic movements to the eel-parameters, the robot is more or less able to converge towards like robot. We thus introduce such a reference as follows:
the gait reference generated from the curvature. The purpose cyR=-A sin (~oi) is thus to eliminate the set of (A, w) which generate curvature if? -A sin (wi)
aberrations. On figure 3 we can see that it's physically impos-F is now entirely defined. The challenge now consists in sible for the robot to respect the desired curvature. This leads finding an appropriate set of parameters (A, wo) which do not us to elaborate a convergence criterion.
generate structural conflicts and which will induces some good performances to the system. b) Convergence Criterion: In order to estimate the variation between the desired curvature and the position of the B. Command Law Constraints robot. we are going to estimate the area between the desired 1) Mechanical Constraints. One of the first questions to be shape configuration and the real one. We use a numerical posed is to know which parameters (A, w) to choose. Indeed method to evaluate the area S: we calculate the absolute value some configurations resulting from a bad choice of parameters of the difference between the desired shape integrals and the are not acceptable for the robot. These shape configurations eel's one (figure 2. In the equation 6The E and the c notations | -s (A w h t be
proscribed. Now we must determine the couples_to be usedhin 
